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Abstra t
This paper investigates how nan ial market imperfe tions and nominal rigidities intera t. Based
on new rm-level eviden e for Germany, we do ument that nan ially onstrained rms adjust pri es
more often than their un onstrained ounterparts. In parti ular, nan ially onstrained rms do not
only in rease pri es, but also de rease pri es more often. We show that these empiri al patterns are
onsistent with a partial equilibrium menu- ost model with nan ial fri tions. Our results suggest
that tighter nan ial onstraints are asso iated with higher nominal rigidities, higher pri es and lower
output. Furthermore, nan ial re essions may indu e very dierent dynami s than normal re essions
if the relative size of unexpe ted nan ial sho ks is large relative to aggregate pri e sho ks.
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1 Introdu tion
This paper investigates the intera tion between nan ial fri tions and the pri e setting of rms. Finanial fri tions and pri e setting may ae t ea h other in two ways: On the one hand, being nan ially
onstrained may ae t the pri ing de ision of a rm: rms with initially low pri es that sell large quantities may not be able to nan e their produ tion inputs and may therefore nd it optimal to s ale
down produ tion and adjust pri es up. On the other hand, rms seeking to gain market share may want
to lower their pri es.
produ tion.

However, by doing so, they may run into nan ial

onstraints when expanding

We show empiri ally and theoreti ally that both of these me hanisms are important for

understanding the frequen y, the dire tion, the size and the dispersion of individual rms' pri e
Moreover, the expli it intera tion between nan ial fri tions and the
turns out to be of

hanges.

ross-se tional distribution of pri es

ru ial relevan e for the behavior of aggregate pri e rigidity over time and thus, for

the transmission of ma roe onomi

sho ks as well as the ee tiveness of monetary poli y.

We explore ri h plant-level data for Germany: the ifo Business Survey, a monthly representative panel
of 3600 manufa turing rms

overing the years 2002-2014. The survey

extensive margin, i.e., whether and in what dire tion individual rms
rm-spe i

measures of nan ial

ontains information about the

hange pri es, alongside two dire t

onstraints. In parti ular rms give appraisals of their a

redit whi h is the predominant way of nan ing operational

ess to bank

osts and investment. Firms also report

whether they are experien ing produ tion shortages due to nan ial

onstraints. In

ontrast, most of the

1
existing literature has fo used on pri e adjustment along the intensive margin, while, at the same time,
relying on indire t measures of individual nan ial

onditions su h as the state of the business

y le or

2
balan e sheet measures. Sin e we have balan e sheet information for a subset of rms in our sample, we
an

ompare dire t and indire t measures of nan ial

onstraints and do ument important dieren es.

Using our survey measures, we show that nan ially
quently than nan ially un onstrained rms. Moreover,
often than their un onstrained

ounterparts. In

onstrained rms adjust their pri es more freonstrained rms adjust their pri es down more

ontrast, the existing studies highlight that nan ially

onstrained rms tend to de reases their pri es less often (Bhaskar et al., 1993) or in rease their pri es
more often than un onstrained rms (Gil hrist et al., 2013a), at least in re essions. We do ument that
the latter ee t is due to using balan e sheet information, e.g. liquidity or
indire tly measure nan ial fri tions. Generally, a low liquidity ratio
to

redit, while not ae ting produ tion possibilities of rms.

onstraints per se.

For example,

ash ow ratios, in order to

an be the result of easy a

ess

It may therefore not measure nan ial

onsider a rm experien ing a sudden de line in its marginal

osts.

Su h a rm will typi ally de rease its pri es and try to s ale up the level of operation. If expanding the
produ tion

apa ity requires external funding, the rm may hit the upper limit of its nan ial

but may still enjoy a relatively high liquidity ratio. Hen e, one may wrongly

onstraint,

on lude that it is nan ially

un onstrained today.
Our interpretation of the empiri al fa ts is guided by a partial-equilibrium menu

ost model with

nan ial fri tions whi h provides an expli it rationale for the intera tions between nan ial

onstraints

3
and pri e setting. Here, we extend the standard menu- ost model with heterogeneous rms by adding
1 See for example Chevalier and S harfstein (1996) for the US or Gottfries (2002) and Asplund et al. (2005) for Sweden.
An ex eption is Gil hrist et al. (2013b) in a study for the US.

2 The study losest to our paper that uses balan e sheet measures is Gil hrist et al. (2013a). Only Bhaskar et al. (1993)

use a small-sample

ross-se tional survey for small rms in the UK.

3 Gil hrist et al. (2013a)

alibrate a partial equilibrium menu- ost model to mat h US

onsumer pri e data.

Most

studies developing general equilibrium versions of the model with Ss pri ing fo us on the implied degree of monetary
non-neutrality.

For example Caplin and Spulber (1987), Dotsey et al. (1999) and Golosov and Lu as (2007) resort to

the standard menu- ost model, extensions as sto hasti

idiosyn rati

menu

osts and leptokurti

produ tivity sho ks are

analysed in Dotsey and King (2005) and Midrigan (2005) respe tively, multi-se tor and multi-produ t versions of the model

1

a working

apital

be omes more

onstraint.

4 When nan ial fri tions are present, the individual rm's prot fun tion

on ave and asymmetri

shape of the prot fun tion is a

at the relative pri e below whi h the

onstraint binds. Sin e the

ru ial determinant of the gains from pri e adjustment in a menu- ost

environment, the presen e of a nan ial onstraint ae ts the pri ing de isions of dierent rms dierently
depending on the

urrent state of the rm.

In parti ular, for relatively high levels of idiosyn rati

produ tivity, the optimal pri e indu es that the nan ial

onstraint binds, i.e., those rms that adjust

pri es (up or down) will be nan ially

onstrained.

ndings suggesting that the nan ially

onstrained rms adjust their pri es more frequently, both up

and down,

ompared to their un onstrained

This impli ation is

onsistent with our empiri al

ounterparts.

Our model simulations show that when more of the rms that adjust their pri e are
onstrained rms
in a situation with

ompared to without nan ial

onstraints. Moreover, tighter nan ial

du e higher average pri es, lower average output and a lower dispersion of the
of pri es. The output and pri e ee ts are stronger in a situation with
sin e for some rms it is now optimal not to
the

onstrained, un-

hange their pri es less often. If the latter are still many, nominal rigidities are higher

onstraint, but they will have to

In addition, rms for whi h the nan ial
to ration output instead. This poses a

ross-se tional distribution

ompared to without menu

hange their pri es when their pri es are

hange their pri e when they are

osts,

lose to but above

lose to but below the

onstraint binds nd it optimal not to

oni t of interest to the

onstraints in-

onstraint.

hange their pri e, but

entral bank, sin e traditional monetary

poli y might in rease output, but push up pri es even higher. In turn, redu ing nan ial fri tions might
lead to lower nominal rigidities and may lead to monetary poli y being less ee tive.
We further

onsider the response of the average pri e

hanges, average pri es and pri e dispersion to

sho ks to the aggregate pri e level. In our partial-equilibrium model, these sho ks
responses of a single se tor to aggregate business

an be interpreted as

y le sho ks. Doing so, we obviously ignore important

general equilibrium ee ts, in parti ular the response of wages. We nevertheless believe this to be an
instru tive exer ise as wages might be sti ky in the short run. In parti ular, we
when negative pri e sho ks are

onsider the responses

ombined with an unexpe ted tightening of the nan ial

onstraint, i.e., a

nan ial re ession. When negative pri e sho ks are large and nan ial tightening relatively small the dynami s resemble those in German manufa turing during the Great Re ession. In parti ular,

onstrained

rms de rease their pri es more often, but overall nominal rigidities in rease, sin e un onstrained rms
hange their pri es less often. Hen e, when nan ial
less ee tive in re essions. In

ontrast, when nan ial sho ks are large relative to aggregate pri e sho ks,

average pri es fall by less with

ompared to without nan ial

very similar to what has been highlighted as the  ost
(2013a), albeit with a

onstraints are present, monetary poli y be omes

onstraints.

This model impli ation is

hannel of nan ial fri tions by Gil hrist et al.

ompletely dierent me hanism. This ee t is intensied in the presen e of menu

osts: Nominal rigidities de rease and rms do not only adjust pri es up more often but also to even
higher levels than without menu

osts.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 do uments the data and the empiri al
relationship between nan ial fri tions and the pri e setting of rms. Se tion 3 presents the model and
quantitative results. Se tion 4

on ludes.

are developed by Nakamura and Steinsson (2010) and Alvarez and Lippi (2013), while Vavra (2013) and Ba hmann et al.
(2013a) investigate the

onsequen es of un ertainty sho ks for the pri e distribution and the ee tiveness of monetary

poli y.

4 In

ontrast, existing studies on the intera tion between nan ial fri tions and pri ing de isions

tensive margin only, i.e., the fra tion of rms that adjust pri es is always equal to one, see e.g.

onsider the inGottfries (1991),

Chevalier and S harfstein (1996) or Lundin and Yun (2009). Up to our knowledge, there so far exists no menu- ost model
with nan ial fri tions.

2

2 Empiri al Eviden e
2.1

Data

We use data from the ifo Business Survey whi h is a representative sample of 3600 plants in the German
manufa turing se tor in 2002-2014. The survey starts as early as the 1950's, but our sample is restri ted
by the fa t that the questions about nan ial

onstrainedness was added in 2002. The main advantages

of the dataset relative to data used in other studies on pri e sti kiness are twofold. First it enables us to
link individual plant's pri ing behavior both to dire t survey-based measures of the plant-spe i
of nan ial

degree

onstrainedness and to indire t proxies for the nan ial situation based on balan e sheet

information. Se ond, the survey is

ondu ted on a monthly basis whi h enables us to tra k important

aspe ts of a plant's a tual behavior over time as it undergoes both, phases of easy and su h of subdued
a

ess to

redit while, at the same time, fa ing the alternating states of the business

y le. Sin e plants

respond on a voluntary basis and, thus, not all plants respond every month, the panel is unbalan ed.
In parti ular, we have monthly information about the extensive margin of pri e adjustment - i.e.
whether and in what dire tion rms adjust pri es.

5 More pre isely, rms answer to the question: Have

you in the last month in reased, de reased or left un hanged your pri es?. We unfortunately do not have
information about the intensive margin of pri e adjustment in our dataset. While our empiri al analysis
is limited to the extensive margin, our model in se tion 3 will have impli ations about size of pri e
adjustments as well as pri e dispersion. More than 97% of the

ross-se tional units in our sample are

single-produ t plants. Additionally, some plants ll in a separate questionnaire for ea h produ t (produ t

6

group) they produ e. In what follows, we use the terms rm, plant and produ t inter hangeably.
The ifo survey en ompasses two questions regarding the nan ial
monthly survey, rms are asked about their a
normal or a

onstrainedness of rms. In the

ess to bank lending: Are you experien ing restri tive,

ommodating willingness of banks to lend? We ag rms as nan ially

onstrained when

they answer that bank lending is restri tive. Note that this answer might imply that rms experien e
restri tive bank lending in general, but do not ne essarily need to borrow more, i.e., they are potentially
not restri ted in the way they invest, hire or produ e. Figure A-1 in the Appendix shows a time-series
plot of this measure of nan ial

onstraints. One

an see that the fra tion of

onstrained rms in reases

in a boom and de reases in a re ession. A se ond question in the survey gets
nan ial

loser to this notion of

onstraints: Are you experien ing produ tion shortages due to nan ial

question is very

lose to the a tual denition of nan ial

onstraints?. This

onstraints in the e onomi

model that we

present below. However, it is only available at quarterly frequen y.
Table 1 shows the relationship between pri e adjustments and being nan ially
ording to the bank lending question, 32% of all rms are nan ially
produ tion shortage question, only 5% of rms are

onstrained.

onstrained.
A

A -

ording to the

onstrained on average. Clearly, the last measure

an

be viewed as a lower bound for the fra tion of rms fa ing di ulties in obtaining external funds. In
general few German rms adjust their pri es on a monthly basis - a little more than 20%. However, if
nan ially

onstrained, rms adjust their pri es relatively more often. Furthermore, the fra tion of pri e

de reases is higher among nan ially
is true for both measures of nan ial

onstrained rms than among their unrestri ted

ounterparts. This

onstrainedness. With respe t to pri e in reases, the fra tion of

rms raising pri es is higher for un onstrained than for

onstrained rms when using the bank lending

5 These pri es are home ountry produ er pri es for all produ ts of a parti ular rm. Ba hmann et al. (2013b) have used
the same dataset to assess the ee t of un ertainty sho ks on pri e setting.

6 Restri ting our sample to the single-produ t ases only leaves our quantitative results un hanged. Results are available

upon request.
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Table 1: Finan ial Constraints and Pri e Setting
un onstrained

onstrained

Bank lending
Fra tions

0.68

0.32

∆p = 0
∆p < 0
∆p > 0

0.80

0.76

0.08

0.14

0.13

0.10

Fra tions

0.95

0.05

∆p = 0
∆p < 0
∆p > 0

0.80

0.75

0.08

0.12

0.11

0.13

Produ tion shortage

Sour e: ifo Business Survey, 2002-2014. Numbers shown are sample
averages of fra tions of
and fra tions of pri e

onstrained and un onstrained rms in all rms

hanges within un onstrained and

onstrained rms.

Numbers for produ tion shortage question are based on quarterly data,
interpolated to monthly frequen y.

measure, while the opposite is true when

onsidering produ tion shortages.

Based on this nding, one would like to know whether nan ially

onstrained and un onstrained rms

are systemati ally dierent in some important aspe t. The literature has dis ussed that small rather than
large rms tend to be nan ially
the

onstrained.

7 Table A-1 in the Appendix do uments that this is not

ase for our sample. In fa t, the size distribution within nan ially

onstrained and un onstrained

rms is very similar.
Figures A-2 to A-4 show time-series plots of pri ing de isions of nan ially
strained rms respe tively using the bank lending question. One

an see that all rms de reases pri es

more often and in rease pri es less often in a re ession. Over time, nan ially
pri es more often than un onstrained rms, regardless of the business
between pri e in reases of
pri es

onstant relative to

onstrained and un on-

onstrained rms de rease

y le state. While the dieren es

onstrained and un onstrained rms is small, more un onstrained rms leave
onstrained rms in a re ession

ompared to outside a re ession.

the time series variation of pri ing de isions may be driven by two fa ts: the business
possible sele tion of rms over the business
We further de ompose the

Clearly,

y le itself and a

y le.

orrelation between pri e hanges and nan ial

onstrainedness into within

and between rm ee ts using the following spe i ation

P (∆pijt ≶ 0|xijt ) = β0 + β1 F Cijt + cj + θt + uijt .

(1)

We estimate this equation using a Mlogit spe i ation in whi h the dependent variable measures whether
pri es in rease or de rease relative to no pri e

hanges.

The right-hand side

ontains one of our two

8
survey measures of nan ial onstraints as well as se tor and time xed ee ts. The oe ient
measures the within-rm variation over time between being nan ially
of adjusting pri e up or down. Note that this

oe ient should not be interpreted as

well be that pri e adjustments inuen e whether a rm is nan ially

β1

then

onstrained and the probability
ausal, sin e it may

onstrained or not (as is motivated

in the introdu tion and do umented in detail in se tion 3 below). Instead, this spe i ation seeks to

7 See Carpenter et al. (1994) for an early ontribution on the topi .
8 To ontrol for heteros edasti ity and within rm orrelation of the residuals we ompute robust standard errors lustered
by rm. Clustering by se tor delivers the same results regarding the signi an e of the estimated

4

oe ients.

ontrol for variation over time, i.e., business
nan ially

onstrained or not that

y le ee ts, as well as possible sele tion of rms into being

ould have inuen ed the un onditional moments in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the results for this spe i ation using either the question
lending (upper panel) or produ tion shortages as measures of nan ially
One

an see that in both

ases, the nding that nan ially

often than their un onstrained
situation as well as

on erning restri tive bank

onstrained rms (lower panel).

onstrained rms de rease their pri es more

ounterparts is robust with respe t to the measure of the rm's nan ial

ontrolling for se tor and time xed ee ts. In the

ase of pri e in reases, the results

are more mixed. Nevertheless, when in luding time and se tor xed ee ts, nan ially

onstrained rms

in rease their pri es more often than nan ially un onstrained rms. Overall, the results of the Mlogit
estimation suggest that nan ially

onstrained rms

hange their pri es signi antly more often in both

dire tions, upwards and downwards. Furthermore, linear regressions or separate logit models for pri e
in reases or pri e de reases deliver essentially the same results.
the pri e

hange in the

urrent month

∆pijt

and the a

Finally, estimating the link between

ess to bank lending in the previous month also

onrm our baseline estimates.

Table 2: Finan ial Constraints and Pri e Setting: Within Firm Ee ts

Restri tive bank lending

pri e

↓

↑

no

time

se tor

time & se tor

variable

xed ee ts

xed ee ts

xed ee ts

xed ee ts

FC

0.650***

0.473***

0.654***

0.476***

(0.0256)

(0.0266)

(0.0271)

(0.0282)

-0.225***

0.0345

-0.236***

0.0391

(0.0265)

(0.0277)

(0.0279)

(0.0293)

FC

Produ tion shortage

pri e

↓

↑

no

time

se tor

time & se tor

variable

xed ee ts

xed ee ts

xed ee ts

xed ee ts

FC

0.415***

0.308***

0.366***

0.251***

(0.0517)

(0.0526)

(0.0543)

(0.0554)

0.203***

0.261***

0.277***

0.339***

(0.0497)

(0.0509)

(0.0519)

(0.0534)

FC

Notes: MLOGIT estimation: Base out ome is pri es un hanged. Sample: January 2002 - De ember 2013. Standard
errors in parentheses: *** p

<

0.01, ** p

<

0.05, * p

<

0.1. In ludes only observations for whi h balan e sheet data are

available. Monthly data for restri tive bank lending, quarterly data (interpolated) for produ tion shortages.

In a related paper, Gil hrist et al. (2013a) show that US rms that are nan ially
pri es more often than their un onstrained

onstrained in rease

ounterparts, but do not de rease their pri es more often.

While the rst nding is supported using our dataset, sample and spe i ation, the se ond nding is
not. A potential sour e of this dieren e is the measure of nan ial
use dire t survey questions to identify nan ially

onstrainedness of rms. While we

onstrained rms, Gil hrist et al. employ an indire t

measure based on balan e sheet information of rms. In line with Gil hrist, nan ial

onstraints may

be measured in three possible ways: liquidity ratios ( ash and other liquid assets over total assets),
ow ratios (operating in ome over total assets) and interest

5

ash

overage ratios (interest expenses over total

assets). The lower the liquidity and

ash ow ratio and the higher the interest

onstrained a rm. Constrained rms are then those with liquidity or
rate

overage ratio, the more

ash ow ratios below, or interest

overage ratios above the median value of all rms.

For a subsample of the rms in our survey, we have a

ess to balan e sheet information and we

an

9
al ulate the respe tive indi ators on an annual basis . Tables A-2 to A-4 in the Appendix show that
liquidity and
a

ash ow ratios are lower and interest

ording to our survey questions. However, the

overage ratios higher for rms that are

our survey questions are very small. Moreover, of those rms that are un onstrained a
produ tion shortage question,

lose to 50% are

onstrained a

ording to the

ording to balan e sheet measures. These

may be rms that have already borrowed a lot, possibly due to good a
does not ae t their produ tion possibilities.

onstrained

orrelations between the balan e sheet measures and

ess to

redit, but being indebted

Sin e this last aspe t is usually key for most e onomi

ee ts of nan ial fri tions, our data suggest that using indire t balan e sheet measures of nan ial
fri tions might be problemati .
Table A-5 in the Appendix shows that repla ing the survey measures of nan ial
the liquidity ratio measure in the Mlogit repli ates the results of Gil hrist et al.

onstraints with

for Germany.

This

means that the balan e sheet measure pi ks up more of the pri e in reases than of the pri e de reases
ompared to the survey measure. In our model in se tion 3, rms that de rease pri es and are nan ially
onstrained are those with an initially high pri e and produ tivity. Even though not modelled expli itly,
it makes sense that these rms do not exhibit low liquidity ratios and
the respe tive measures. However, these rms are nan ially
de isions and therefore qualify to be

ounted as nan ially

ould therefore not be pi ked up by

onstrained in their pri ing and produ tion
onstrained.

3 Model
In this se tion, we show that the do umented empiri al fa ts
equilibrium menu

ost model with a working

se tion 3.1 and dis uss our basi
and simulate the dynami

apital

an be repli ated in a simple partial-

onstraint. We do ument our baseline model in

intuition whi h follows from the stati

equilibrium. We then

alibrate

model in se tion 3.2. Finally, we simulate the response of the pri e distribution

to aggregate sho ks in se tion 3.3.

3.1

Baseline model

Firms problem.

Our model

e onomy with idiosyn rati

y(z) using

the produ tion te

apital input and
produ ed by rm

onsists of a rms' problem only. There is a

z whi h is exogenous and sto hasti . Firms produ e output
α
hnology y(z) = z k̄h(z) . Here, h(z) is variable labor input, while k̄ is xed

produ tivity

an be thought of as a normalizing

z

p(z)

onstant. Assume that demand

c(z)

for the good

is given by

c(z) = C
where

ontinuum of rms in the



is the nominal pri e for this good and

goods and is assumed to be

onstant. Aggregate

p(z)
P

θ

−θ

,

(2)

is the elasti ity of substitution between dierent

onsumption

C

and the aggregate nominal pri e level

9 The data sour e here is the EBDC-BEP (2012): Business Expe tations Panel 1/1980 12/2012, LMU-ifo E onomi s
and Business Data Center, Muni h, doi: 10.7805/ebd -bep-2012. This dataset links rms' balan e sheets from the Bureau
van Dyk (BvD) Amadeus database and the Hoppenstedt database to a subset of the rms in the ifo Business Survey. See
Kleemann and Wiegand (2014) for a detailed des ription of this data sour e.

6

P

are exogenously given. Below, we will allow the aggregate pri e level to follow a random walk with

drift, i.e., there will be ination in the e onomy.
Firms start the period with a given pri e
and idiosyn rati
the pri e to

produ tivity,

P

and

q 6= p or whether not to

z,

p and observe the exogenous realizations of aggregate pri

respe tively. Before produ ing they

w

is assumed to be

W

at wage

w.

Following Nakamura and Steinsson

θ−1
W
=
,
P
θ

(3)

10

denotes the nominal wage.

We model nan ial fri tions via a working

wh,

h

onstant and equal to

w=
where

apital

onstraint, i.e., we assume that payments of wages,

are made prior to the realization of revenues. This implies that the rm fa es a

during the period and the rm has to raise funds in form of a intra-period loan. To
mismat h, rms raise an intra-period loan

l = wh whi

borrow more than their liquidation value of

ash ow mismat h
over the

ash ow

h is repaid at the end of the period. Firms

0≤ξ≤1

measures the tightness of the

and to follow an exogenous sto hasti

We assume that rms

onstraint. We allow

the rm. The only asset left is then physi al
apital

to be dierent for dierent rms

ase of default, the lender has the right to liquidate the rm's

are liquid funds that

an be easily diverted by the rm in

an divert all the revenues so lenders

liquidated. Our working

ξ

an default. Default takes pla e at the end of the period before

the intra-period loan has to be repaid. In

l

(4)

pro ess. As in Jermann and Quadrini (2012), we assume that debt

ontra ts are not enfor eable as the rm

assets. However, the loan

annot

apital

wh ≤ ξ k̄,
where

hange

hange the pri e. Given the new pri e and the respe tive output, the

rms then need to hire the ne essary amount of labor
(2008), the real wage

hoose whether to

es

onstraint

apital

k̄ .

annot a

The tighter the

ess the

ase of default.

ash-ow generated by

onstraint, the less of

an therefore be viewed as an enfor ement

k̄

an be

onstraint.

The se ond fri tion we add to the model is a standard menu- ost, that is, the rm has to pay a xed
ost

f

in

ase it de ides to adjust its pri e. For simpli ity, we assume that a xed

ost

f

has to be paid

at the end of the period after revenues have been realized.
Given

(p, P, z, ξ),

the rm's real prots are then given by

Π(p, P, z, ξ) =
The dynami

p
p
y(z) − wh = z k̄hα − wh.
P
P

problem of the rm, taking the

urrent values of

P, z, ξ

(5)

as given, is

V (p, P, z, ξ) = max{V A (p, P, z, ξ), V N A (p, P, z, ξ)}

(6)

where

V A (p, P, z, ξ) = max {Π(q, P, z, ξ) − f + βEP ′ ,z′ ,ξ′ V (q, P ′ , z ′ , ξ ′ )}
h,q6=p

s.t.

z k̄hα ≤ c(z)

wh ≤ ξ k̄

(7)

10 This expression of the real wage would arise in a general equilibrium model with linear utility and exible pri es
abstra ting from nan ial fri tions.
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and

V N A (p, P, z, ξ) = max {Π(p, P, z, ξ) + βEP ′ ,z′ ,ξ′ V (p, P ′ , z ′ , ξ ′ )}
h

z k̄hα ≤ c(z)

s.t.

where

VA

and

V NA

wh ≤ ξ k̄

are the value fun tions of the rm in

(8)

ase it de ides to adjust or not adjust the

pri es respe tively. In ase of pri e adjustment, the x ost f needs to be paid. Note
y(z) ≤ c(z) we allow the rm to not satisfy the demand for goods. As we show in the stati
the situation
In this

an arise when the nan ing

onstraint.

As noted above the model also allows for two types of disturban es: rm-spe i
sho ks to the nan ial

model below,

onstraint is very tight and the rm does not adjust its pri e.

ase, the rms rations the supply due to the nan ial

and rm-spe i

that through

produ tivity sho ks

onstraint. The laws of motion for these two disturban es are

given by

ln zt = ρz ln zt−1 + εt

(9)

ln ξt = µξ + ρξ ln ξt−1 + ut

(10)

In addition, and in line with Nakamura and Steinsson (2008), we allow for sho ks to the aggregate pri e
level

log(Pt ) = π̄ + log(Pt−1 ) + ηt ,
where

π̄

(11)

is the average ination rate in the e onomy.

Intuition from the stati model.
dis ussed in a simpler, stati
aggregate pri es
idiosyn rati
the stati

P

to

The most important insights from the model

version of the model. In this model, we set

hange.

ξ

µξ

is is xed at

produ tivity sho k. The stati

model

an be solved in

11 Figure 1 illustrates

losed form.

alibration in subse tion 3.2). The left

hand side of the gure shows the situation before the pri e de ision: Given

p

and a produ tivity level

z.

(or

q̃ = q/P

if the pri e is

P

and

ξ,

rms start with a

The right hand side graph shows the situation after

pri e adjustment. The x-axis displays produ tivity levels

p̃ = p/P

and we do not allow

for all rms and there is not auto orrelation in the

model for a given parametrisation (see our baseline

ertain initial pri e

β =0

an already be

z

and the y-axis shows the real pri e of the rm

hanged). Ea h dot in this graph

orresponds to a pri e-produ tivity

ombination that have some positive mass in the stationary distribution. Sin e we do not display the

12 In the graph,

respe tive mass of rms, one should not think of ea h dot representing a single rm.

the steeper bla k line exhibits the optimal relative pri e in an e onomy without nan ial
while the atter bla k line
nan ially

onstraint. One

orresponds to relative pri e - produ tivity

ombinations at whi h a rm is

an see that the optimal pri e is no longer feasible for low pri e and high

produ tivity rms. The yellow line in the right-hand side plot shows the optimally
produ tivity level

z

onstraints,

in the presen e of nan ial

hosen pri e for ea h

onstraints. To the right of the interse tion of the two

bla k lines, it is optimal for rms to adjust pri es up or down onto the nan ial

onstraint. We

ount

11 Please see Appendix A.1 for the respe tive equations.
12 Noti e that a stationary distribution exists sin e rms still maximize the sum of expe ted future dividends. However,
sin e they do not

are about the future, the problem is essentially stati . We

simulating the e onomy for a long time (or a large

an still obtain the stationary distribution by

ross-se tion of rms) by starting with an initial draw of idiosyn rati

produ tivity and using the poli y fun tion of the rm to obtain the joint stationary distribution of
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p, z

given

P

and

xi.

Figure 1: The stati

model with nan ial

Stationary Distribution (after change)

1.2

1.2

1.15

1.15

1.1

1.1

Price

Price

Stationary Distribution (before change), non−adjustment region (betw green lines), binding FinConstr (def 1 red, def 2 magenta )

1.05

onstraints

1.05

1

1

0.95

0.95

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.95

1
Productivity

1.05

1.1

0.9

0.95

1
Productivity

1.05

1.1

Notes: Left hand panel shows situation before pri ing de ision, but after realization of idiosyn rati

produ tivity sho k.

Right hand panel shows situation after pri e adjustment.

these rms as nan ially

onstrained. Pri e-produ tivity

ombinations for these rms are shown in red

in the left-hand side plot.
As in the dynami

model, rms de ide whether to adjust their pri es or not given their initial pri e

and produ tivity and given the xed
their pri e to the yellow line. One

ost of adjustment. Without menu

an show that when rms adjust their pri e, they will adjust the pri es

su h that they always satisfy demand. Then, there are two
or the nan ial

onstraint is not binding.

onstrained rms depends on the value of
value of

ξ,

osts, rms will always adjust

rms with a high produ tivity

ases: The nan ial

For a given initial distribution of

ξ.

z

The higher

will be

ξ,

the fewer rms are

onstrained. Out of the

z

onstraint is binding

and

p,

the number of

onstrained. For a given

onstrained rms, those with

a low initial pri e sell and produ e a lot and would like to in rease their pri e. Sin e all rms need to
nan e the inputs used for produ tion, these rms may not be able to nan e output at their desired
pri e and will be for ed to in rease their pri e by more than without nan ial

onstraints. Out of the

onstrained rms, those with a high initial pri e would like to de rease their pri e. However, they may
not de rease their pri e down to the bla k, but only to the yellow line, i.e., they run into the nan ial
onstraint at some point. Likewise, for a given value of

ξ,

rms with a low produ tivity

z

will not be

onstrained. These rms do not produ e enough su h that nan ing the ne essary inputs violates the
nan ial

onstraint, regardless of wether they in rease or de rease their pri e.

With menu

osts, rms trade o the gain in revenue from

the pri e. If, given

hanging the pri e and the

P , z and initial p, rms are not too far away from the optimal pri

ost of adjusting

e and they will hoose

not to adjust their pri e. This is marked by the green region in Figure 1. Note that the graph depi ts real
pri es

p̃ = p/P ,

but we refer to adjusting or not adjusting the nominal pri e

orresponds to the real pri es of those pri e-produ tivity
their nominal pri e

p.

Finan ial

e onomy without nan ial

p.

Hen e, the green region

ombinations for whi h rms do not

hange

onstraints shape the adjustment region of the rms. Compared to an

onstraints, some rms that would not have adjusted their pri e previously,

now have to adjust their pri es (up). Some other rms that would have adjusted their pri es down, now
do not adjust their pri es. In addition, the distribution of pri e and produ tivity of rms is dierent in
the two e onomies. For a given

ξ,

the nan ial

onstraints will not be binding for some rms. These

rms satisfy demand at their initial pri e. For other rms, the nan ial
demand is not ne essarily satised and the situation is

9

onstraint is binding. Then,

alled rationing. Pri e-produ tivity

ombinations

Table 3: Parametrization of the dynami

Parameter
dis ount fa tor
agg.

onsumption

demand elast. of subst.
xed

ost pri e adjust.

average ination
sd pri e level innovations
sd produ tivity
pers. produ tivity
nan ial

model

Value

onstraint

sd n. sho k
pers. n. sho k

β
C
θ
f

0.9966

NS (2010)

1

NS (2010)

4

NS (2010)

0.018

NS (2010)

π̄
ση

0.001

Germany 1991-2014

0.002

Germany 1991-2014

σε
ρz
µξ
σε
ρξ

0.067
0.66
0.92
0.04
0.66

for these rms are marked with magenta in the left-hand side plot of the gure.
In order to

ompare the output from the stati

eviden e, one then

relative to all nan ially
Already in this stati

3.2

onstrained rms that adjust pri es up or down

onstrained rms to the respe tive fra tions within the un onstrained rms.

version, our model supports the empiri al ndings (see Table 4).

Quantitative results from the dynami

Compared to the stati
not

(and later the dynami ) model to the empiri al

ompares the fra tions of nan ially

version, the rst order

model

onditions do

hange when pri es are adjusted, and do

hange when pri es are not adjusted. When adjusting pri es, rms now take into a

of their pri e

hange on next periods starting

ondition (i.e., the initial pri e next period) and its impa t

on future out omes. Through adjusting their pri es, they
onstrained or not. In the stati

an also ae t whether they are nan ially

model, it was not optimal to in rease pri es by more or de rease pri es

by less and, hen e, to produ e less than given by the

onstraint. Now, the foregone revenue this period

is traded o with a possibly better initial pri e next period. Regardless of nan ial
prefer to be lo ated in the

ordingly, some rms will

ost in the future.

hoose not to be nan ially

Hen e, by setting their pri es

onstrained in the dynami

model. The more produ tive the rms and the smaller the menu

rms to be nan ially

han es to

onstrained and opt for a pri e in the

the adjustment region. Hen e, fewer rms will be nan ially
the stati

onstraints, rms

enter of the non-adjustment region, sin e this de reases their

having to adjust their pri es and paying the menu
a

ount the ee t

enter of

ompared to

osts, the more likely are

onstrained in this setup. Figure A-5 in the Appendix illustrates this.

Table 3 shows our parametrization. In general, we stay very
In addition to the parameters in the table, this implies setting

lose to Nakamura and Steinsson (2008).

k̄ = 1 and α = 1 in the produ

tion fun tion.

Average ination and the standard deviation of pri e sho ks targets German produ er pri e developments

13 . We set the standard deviation of produ tivity and the nan ial sho k as

in the manufa turing se tor

of nan ially
baseline

ξ

su h that we mat h the number of

onstrained rms as well as the fra tion

onstrained and un onstrained rms that do not

hange their pri e in the e onomy. Our

well as the mean value of

alibration targets the overall moments using the produ tion shortage question from our survey.

Table 4 shows the moments in the data produ ed using both survey questions about nan ial
straints and the results from our simulation exer ise. Even though not targeted, our baseline

13 The data is provided by the German statisti al o e.
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on-

alibration

Table 4: Comparing moments in model and data

∆p = 0

FC rms

∆p < 0

FC rms

UC rms

FC rms

UC rms

Data: 2001-2014
Produ tion shortage

0.05

0.75

0.80

0.12

0.08

Bank lending

0.32

0.76

0.80

0.14

0.08

0.05

0.75

0.80

0.20

0.08

ξ = 0.6

0.32

0.70

0.86

0.13

0.03

no n. sho ks

0.05

0.84

0.80

0.13

Baseline model

Sensitivity of parameters

no n.

onstr.

no menu

Stati

0.08

0.79

ost

0.10

0.22

0.03

0.03

0.66

0.41

0.10

0.34

0.82

0.64

0.04

model

mat hes the frequen y of pri e de reases that we observe in the data relatively well. In addition to the
baseline

alibration, we

onsider how nan ial fri tions and menu

see that the fa t that nan ially
strained

onstraint

onstraint, not by the menu

osts in the model.

onstraint in the region where it is binding.

onstraint, more rms be ome

their nominal pri e. The reason is that the nan ial

onstrained and more of these adjust

onstraint makes the adjustment region smaller in

the area where it binds. Out of all rms that adjust their pri e, more are now nan ially
As a

onsequen e, the fra tion of rms that are un onstrained and do not

Overall, nominal rigidities in rease when the nan ial
When the nan ial

The

ompresses possible pri es from below in the stationary distribution

and it is more likely to end up above rather than below the
When tightening the nan ial

an

onstrained rms de rease their pri es more often than their un on-

ounterparts is driven by the nan ial

reason is that the nan ial

osts ae t model out omes. One

onstrained.

hange their pri e in reases.

onstraint be omes tighter (see also Figure A-7).

onstraint be omes tighter, but also due to the presen e of nan ial sho ks,

un onstrained rms adjust their pri e up less often than

onstrained rms. When nan ial

onstraints

vary for ea h rm, more rms will nd themselves to be in a situation where given last periods pri e
and

urrent produ tivity, they

the fra tion of nan ially

annot nan e their produ tion and need to adjust pri es up.

Hen e,

onstrained rms that in rease their pri e in reases, while the fra tion of

onstrained rms that de rease their pri e is unae ted, and overall, nan ially

onstrained rms adjust

pri e more often than nan ially un onstrained rms.
Table 5 shows the average pri e hanges in the model. Finan ially onstrained rms hange their pri es
by less than un onstrained rms. This stems mainly from the fa t that the
pri es by less than their un onstrained
distribution in the region where the

onstrained rms in rease their

ounterparts whi h is, again, due to the

ompression of the pri e

onstraint is ee tive. The dieren e between nan ially

onstrained

and un onstrained rms in reases without nan ial sho ks. Comparing two e onomies with tight and
lax nan ial

onstraints (low and high

the e onomy with tight
tighter nan ial

µξ ),

pri es are on average higher and pri e

hanges smaller in

onstraints. Consequently, the dispersion of pri es de reases in e onomies with

onstraints (see also Figure A-6).
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Table 5: Average pri e
Avg.

|∆p|

Avg.

hanges

∆p > 0

Avg.

∆p < 0

FC rms

UC rms

FC rms

UC rms

FC rms

UC rms

6.880

9.334

2.081

7.894

-7.986

-7.025

Baseline model

Sensitivity of parameters

ξ = 0.6

4.295

4.449

2.510

3.692

-4.925

-2.189

no n. sho ks

6.146

9.740

1.397

8.403

-7.437

-7.212

no n.

onstr.

no menu

ost

11.258

9.313

-8.331

3.562

5.500

1.565

5.548

-4.452

-5.427

12.982

11.597

0.262

10.535

-13.231

-5.008

Stati model

3.3

Aggregate sho ks

In this se tion we study the impli ations of aggregate ination sho ks on pri es, the pri e dispersion
and the fra tion of pri e

hanges, averaged over nan ially

stationary distribution. In our partial equilibrium model, one

onstrained and un onstrained rms in the
an best view this exer ise as the response

of a single se tor to an aggregate pri e level sho k. We simulate the response of rm-spe i
one standard deviation sho k to the aggregate pri e level in our baseline
ontribution of nominal rigidities and nan ial
for two

alibration. To study the relative

onstraints, respe tively, we then report the responses

ounter-fa tual s enarios: one in whi h we shut down the nominal rigidities by setting the menu

ost to zero (labeled `no menu
n.

pri es to a

ost') and one in whi h we remove the nan ial

onstr.'). The last s enario essentially represents the standard menu

onstraints (labeled `no

ost model. Figure 2 shows the

response of the average pri e level to positive aggregate pri e level sho ks in period 1 in panel (a) and to
the

orresponding negative sho ks in panel (b). Figure 3 shows the

rigidities, i.e., the average fra tion of pri e

orresponding response of nominal

hanges. Figures A-6 and A-7 in the Appendix further show

the dispersion of pri es as well as the responses of nan ially

onstrained and un onstrained rms pri e

de isions separately.
Figure 2 do uments that the model repli ates the

onventional business

y le pattern of average pri e

de reases in a re ession and pri e in reases in a boom. In a model without menu
are oset one-to-one by the pri e

osts, ination sho ks

hanges of rms. This response is dampened when nominal rigidities

are present. Comparing an e onomy with menu

osts, but with and without nan ial

is hardly any dieren e in the response of average pri es.

If anything, nan ial

onstraints, there
onstraints further

dampen the response, i.e., pri es are adjusted less and ination is higher in a re ession and lower in
a boom

ompared to an e onomy without nan ial

onstraints.

There is two osetting ee ts here:

First, nominal rigidities in rease after a negative pri e sho k in an e onomy with nan ial
(see Figure 3). Sin e the de reasing pri e level relaxes the nan ial

onstraints

onstraint, the fra tion of nan ial

onstraints de reases and those rms that be ome nan ially un onstrained are very likely to end up
in the non-adjustment region and do not

hange their pri e. This will have a positive ee t on average

pri e growth. Those rms that have been ina tive and have been shifted out of the ina tion region by the
pri e sho k will now adjust their pri es downward onto the nan ial

onstraint and, sin e the

onstraint

lies at the lower boundary of the non-adjustment region, by more than the initial pri e sho k. This has a
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Figure 2: Average ination response for unexpe ted aggregate ination sho k

Average price growth (annualized)

a) Positive inflation shock

b) Negative inflation shock
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aggr. infl. shock

-0.04
-2

-1

0
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3

-0.04
4

5
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-1

0

Months

1

2

3

4

5

Months

negative ee t on average pri e growth. Hen e, even though average dieren es may be small, individual
rms' pri e responses are very dierent in the two s enarios.
We further

ompare the responses to a negative ination sho k (normal re ession) to the

ase in

whi h a one-standard deviation negative nan ial sho k hits the e onomy at the same time (nan ial
re ession).

Figure 4 do uments our various s enarios for the response of average pri e growth for a

positive sho k to the aggregate pri e level (panel (a)) and a

orresponding negative sho k (panel (b)).

A nan ial tightening indu es that rms de rease pri es less in a re ession and more in a boom. This
result goes in the same dire tion as argued by Gil hrist et al. (2013a) for the Great Re ession in the
U.S.: tightening nan ial
re ession.
First,

onstraints in a re ession

The presen e of menu

ountera t the deationary pressures of a normal

osts intensies this ee t.

Two things are important to note here:

ontrary to a normal re ession, nominal rigidities de rease. Unlike in Gil hrist et al. this ee t

mainly stems from un onstrained rms in reasing their pri es more often. Put dierently, the presen e
of ( hanging) nan ial

onstraints ae ts the behavior of both

onstrained and un onstrained rms.

The latter are rms that have not adjusted their pri es previously, but due to the tightening nan ial
onstraint now adjust the pri es up. Sin e these rms are un onstrained, this means that they adjust
their pri es optimally su h that their resulting pri e is higher than it would be on the
sin e pri es are higher for both

onstrained and un onstrained rms, the

onstraint. Se ond,

orresponding output is even

lower.
The depi ted

ombination of negative aggregate pri e and nan ial sho k explains the U.S. experien e

in the Great Re ession well, albeit with a dierent me hanism than in Gil hrist et al. (2013a).
though the fra tion of nan ially

Even

onstrained rms has in reased in Germany, too, aggregate dynami s

around 2009 have resembled a normal re ession mu h more than a nan ial re ession (see Figures A-1
to A-4 in the Appendix). In order to repli ate the German business

y le fa ts, we

ombine the negative

nan ial sho k with a very large negative sho k to the pri e level. In fa t, produ er pri es have fallen
dramati ally in 2009, while the in rease in nan ially
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onstrained rms has been moderate. Figures A-8

Figure 3: Response of frequen y of pri e adjustment to aggregate ination sho k, all rms

Fraction of price changes

a) Positive inflation shock

b) Negative inflation shock
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0.22
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0.2

0.2
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0.19
baseline
no fin. cons.
joint shock

0.18
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0

1
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3

0.18
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1
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Notes: This gure displays the response of frequen ies of pri e adjustment following a one standard-deviation unexpe ted
negative sho k to aggregate ination. Left panel: positive sho k to aggregate ination. Right panel: negative sho k to
aggregate ination. Blue solid lines refer to the responses in the baseline model. Red dashed line refers to the joint sho k
s enario; that is, the negative sho k to aggregate ination is a

ompanied by an aggregate tightening of nan ial

onditions.

Green line refer to the model version where nan ial fri tions are absent.

and A-9 in the Appendix do ument the resulting dynami s and highlight that not only the presen e of
dierent sho ks, but also their relative size matters for aggregate out omes.

4 Con lusion
This paper investigates the intera tion between nan ial fri tions and the pri e setting of rms. Finan ial
fri tions and pri e setting may ae t ea h other in two ways: On the one hand, being nan ially

on-

strained may ae t the pri ing de ision of a rm: rms with initially low pri es that sell large quantities
may not be able to nan e their produ tion inputs and may therefore nd it optimal to s ale down produ tion and adjust pri es up. On the other hand, rms seeking to gain market share may want to lower
their pri es. However, by doing so, they may run into nan ial

onstraints when expanding produ tion.

We show empiri ally and theoreti ally that both of these me hanisms are important for understanding
the frequen y, the dire tion, the size and the dispersion of individual rms' pri e
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hanges.

Figure 4: Average response of rm pri e growth for unexpe ted aggregate ination sho k and
raneous tightening of nan ial

Average price growth (annualized)

a) Postive inflation shock

b) Negative inflation shock

0.08
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-0.04

baseline - infl. shock only
baseline - fin. + infl. shock
no menu cost - fin. + infl. shock
aggr. inflation
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1
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Notes: This gure displays the response of rms' average pri e growth following a one standard-deviation unexpe ted sho k
to aggregate ination. The left panel shows the response to a positive aggregate ination sho k. The right panel shows the
responses for a negative aggregate ination sho k. In both panels it is assumed that the aggregate ination sho k
together with an aggregate tightening of nan ial

onditions, that is, a de rease in

ξ

omes

for all rms.
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A Appendix
A.1

The stati

model

A.1.1 Problem of the rm
Here for simpli ity we assume that the aggregate pri e level
so the rm's nominal pri e
level

C = 1.

p

P

is normalized to one. Note that this implies

is also its real pri e. In addition, we normalize the aggregate

k̄ = 1
s = (z, ξ)

For the produ tion fun tion, we normalize

te hnology, i.e.

α = 1.

problem of the rm

To save on notation, denote by

and assume a
the idiosyn rati

onsumption

onstant return to s ale
state of the rm. The

an then be written as

max{V A (p, s), V N A (p, s)}

V (p, s) =
where

A

V (p, s) = max

h,q6=p

(

)


w
zh q −
−f
z

subje t to

zh ≤ q −θ

(φ)

wh ≤ ξ

(µ)

and

V

NA

(p, s) = max
h



w
zh p −
z

subje t to

zh ≤ p−θ

(φ)

wh ≤ ξ

(µ)

A.1.2 No pri e adjustment.
Conditional on not adjusting the pri e, the rm

hooses hours to maximize prots.

The rst order

onditions read as

0=



w
w
−φ− µ
p−
z
z

zh ≤ p−θ
wh ≤ ξ
for

pz > w.

Otherwise

h = y = 0.

Now,

⊥
⊥

φ≥0
µ≥0

onsider the following

1. Demand satised while the nan ial

ases

onstraint is not binding. Complementary sla kness requires
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µ = 0.

From the demand equation we have

h=
φ=
Note that in this

1 −θ
p
z

p−

w
z



ase it has to be true that

z>
whi h is satised for su iently high values of

w −θ
p
ξ

ξ,

given

p;

or for given

ξ

for su iently high pri es

p.
2. Demand is (weakly) not satised while the nan ial

onstraint is binding. Then we have

ξ
w

w
z
p−
µ=
w
z
h=

Note that in this

ase it has to be true that

z≤

w −θ
p
ξ

A.1.3 Pri e adjustment
First order

onditions for pri es, hours, and output

0 = zh − φθq −θ−1


w
w
−φ− µ
0= q−
z
z

zh ≤ q −θ ⊥ φ ≥ 0
wh ≤ ξ ⊥ µ ≥ 0
Consider the following
1. Finan ial

ases

onstraint is not binding and demand is satised. This implies that

1 −θ
q
z
0 = zh − φθq −θ−1


w
φ= q−
z
h=

so that



w −1
q
0=1−θ q−
z
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µ=0

and

or

q=

θ w
θ−1 z

whi h is the standard result that pri e is a
For this

ase to arise, it must be the

onstant mark-up

ξ

ase that the parameter

θ/(θ − 1)

over marginal

osts

w/z .

that measures nan ial tightness is

su iently large or

ξ>
2. Both



θ−1
θ

θ  
w 1−θ
.
z

onstraints are binding. Then

ξ
w
1
q = (zh)− θ
1
φ = zhq 1+θ
θ 


w
z
q−
−φ
µ=
w
z
h=

or

 w  θ1
1
q = ξ− θ
z
  θ1
1 w
φ=
θ zξ
 1
θ−1 w θ z
−1
µ=
θ
zξ
w
For this
be the

ase, it must be true that

φ, µ ≥ 0.

Note that

φ>0

is always satised. For

µ ≥ 0,

it must

ase that

1≤

θ−1
θ

ξ≤



w
zξ

 1θ

θ

w  z θ
zξ w



z
w

or

3. The nan ial

θ−1
θ

onstraint is binding and the demand fun tion is sla k. In this
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ase by hypothesis

φ=0

and

ξ
w
0 = zh


w
w
− µ
0= q−
z
z

h=

Unless

ξ
w

= 0

always positive

the optimality

z > 0.

onditions lead to a

We ex lude this

ontradi tion, assuming that produ tivity is

ase by assuming that

w, ξ > 0.

A.1.4 Summary.
The previous dis ussion

an be summarized as follows. In

pri e, it will always satisfy demand. When the working
ase and the pri es is a
a

ase the rm nds it optimal to adjust its

apital

onstant mark-up over marginal

osts. This s enario arises when the rm has

ess to su ient funds to pay the hired workers, that is, given

- for a su iently low

z.

onstraint is sla k, this is the standard

On the other hand, if the working

z

for a su iently high

apital

ξ

or - given

onstraint is binding the rm

ξ

an

hire less workers, so output is lower. The rm then nds it optimal to in rease the pri e further so that
demand at this pri e is equal output that
arises, for given
(low

ξ,

an be produ ed given the nan ial

if the rm is very produ tive (large

z)

or - given

z

onstraint. This situation

- fa es tight nan ial

onditions

ξ ).

In

ase the rm nds it optimal not to adjust its pri e, there are two possible s enarios. In

working

apital

ase the

onstraint is sla k, the rm hires labor so to produ e the amount that satises demand

at that pri e. On the other hand, if the
pres ribed by the

onstraint; in this

onstraint is binding, the rm

annot hire more labor than is

ase, the rm will not be able to satisfy demand.

The pri e adjustment de ision is then made anti ipating the possible s enarios as dis ussed above.
Note that absent menu- osts the rm always nds it optimal to adjust the pri e.
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A.2

Additional Tables and Figures

Table A-1: Des riptive Statisti s: Baseline sample
un onstrained

onstrained

Constrained status (1)
Number of observations

47,788

22,992

Fra tion of observations

0.68

0.32

Firm size (employees) (2)
Average

542.2

572.9

Median

120.0

110.0

Small

0.26

0.28

SME

0.44

0.41

0.15

0.14

0.15

0.16

(≤ 50)
∈ 50, 250
Medium ∈ 250, 500
Large (> 500)

Notes: Sour es: ifo Business Survey;(1) based on bank lending survey question, (2) Number of persons employed by the

reporting rm/enterprise

Table A-2: Balan e sheet information
un onstrained
Total assets (1)

onstrained

10,579,276

10,081,000

Liquidity ratio (2)

0.061

0.034

Cash ow ratio (3)

0.055

0.010

Interest

0.008

0.012

0.017

Bank lending

overage ratio (4)

Produ tion shortage
Liquidity ratio (2)

0.046

Cash ow ratio (3)

0.044

0.000

Interest

0.009

0.018

overage ratio (4)

Sour es: EBDC-BEP (2012): Business Expe tations Panel 1980:1 to 2012:12; (1) total assets (end of year); (2)

ash and

ash equivalents over total assets (both end of year); (3) operating prot (end of year) over total assets (beginning of
year); (4) interest expenses over sales (both end of year)
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Table A-3: Correlations between dierent measures of nan ial
Variables

onstraints

Produ tion

Restri tive

Liquidity

Cash ow

shortage

bank lending

ratio

ratio

0.262

1.000

Restri tive bank
lending

(0.000)

Liquidity ratio

-0.065

-0.070

(0.000)

(0.000)

Cash ow ratio

Interest

-0.028

-0.041

-0.002

(0.079)

(0.009)

(0.883)

overage

ratio

1.000

1.000

-0.013

-0.030

-0.036

0.251

(0.410)

(0.052)

(0.022)

(0.000)

Sour es: ifo Business Survey and EBDC-BEP (2012)

Table A-4: Overlap between dierent measures of nan ial
Produ tion shortage:

un onstrained

onstraints

onstrained

Restri tive bank lending
Constrained (fra tion)

0.281

0.827

Un onstrained (fra tion)

0.719

0.173

0.671

Fra tion onstrained
Liquidity ratio

0.490

Cash ow ratio

0.489

0.746

Interest

0.491

0.723

0.329

overage ratio

Fra tion un onstrained
Liquidity ratio

0.510

Cash ow ratio

0.511

0.254

Interest

0.509

0.277

overage ratio

Sour es: ifo Business Survey and EBDC-BEP (2012)

Table A-5: Finan ial Constraints and Pri e Setting: Within Firm Ee ts for Liquidity Ratios

Liquidity ratio

pri e

↓

↑

variable
FC

FC

no

time

se tor

time & se tor

xed ee ts

xed ee ts

xed ee ts

xed ee ts

-0.0449

-0.0525*

0.00987

-0.00503

(0.0278)

(0.0283)

(0.0297)

(0.0303)

0.140***

0.172***

0.0888***

0.113***

(0.0230)

(0.0234)

(0.0244)

(0.0249)

Notes: MLOGIT estimation: Base out ome is pri es un hanged. Sample: January 2002 - De ember 2013. Standard
errors in parentheses: *** p

<

0.01, ** p

<

0.05, * p

<

0.1. In ludes only observations for whi h balan e sheet data are

available. Yearly data (interpolated).
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Figure A-1: Fra tion of restri ted rms over time
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Notes: Fra tion of rms answering restri tive to bank lending survey question in all rms in a given month.

Figure A-2: Fra tion of pri es

onstant over time
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Notes: Fra tion of rms not

hanging pri es within restri ted and unrestri ted rms using the bank lending survey
question.

Figure A-3: Fra tion of pri e in reases over time
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Notes: Fra tion of rms in reasing pri es within restri ted and unrestri ted rms using the bank lending survey question.
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Figure A-4: Fra tion of pri e de reases over time
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Notes: Fra tion of rms de reasing pri es within restri ted and unrestri ted rms using the bank lending survey question.

Figure A-5: The dynami

model with nan ial

Stationary Distribution (before change), non−adjustment region (betw green lines), binding FinConstr (def 1 red, def 2 magenta )

Stationary Distribution (after change)
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Figure A-6: Response to negative ination sho k:

ross se tional distribution of rm spe i

ination

Cross sectional distribution of firm specific price growth
0.8

Std. Dev. nominal price growth
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no menu cost
no fin cons
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Months
Notes: This gure displays the response of the

ross se tional distribution of rm-spe i

ination growth rates (annualized)

following a one standard-deviation unexpe ted negative sho k to aggregate ination for dierent model spe i ations.
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Figure A-7: Response of frequen ies to a negative aggregate ination sho k

Freq. price decr.

a) Constrained firms

b) Unconstrained firms
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Notes: This gure displays the response of frequen ies of pri e adjustment following a one standard-deviation unexpe ted
negative sho k to aggregate ination.

Left panel: nan ially

onstrained rms.

Right panel: nan ially un onstrained

rms. Blue solid lines refer to the responses in the baseline model. Red dashed line refers to the joint sho k s enario; that
is, the negative sho k to aggregate ination is a

ompanied by an aggregate tightening of nan ial
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onditions.

Figure A-8: Average response of rm pri e growth for large aggregate ination sho k and
neous tightening of nan ial

Average price growth (annualized)

a) Postive inflation shock

b) Negative inflation shock
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Notes: This gure displays the response of rms' average pri e growth following an unexpe ted sho k to aggregate ination
of -15%. The left panel shows the response to a positive aggregate ination sho k. The right panel shows the responses for
a negative aggregate ination sho k. In both panels it is assumed that the aggregate ination sho k
an aggregate tightening of nan ial

onditions, that is, a de rease in
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ξ

for all rms.

omes together with

Figure A-9: Response of frequen ies to a large negative aggregate ination sho k

Freq. price decr.
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Notes: This gure displays the response of frequen ies of pri e adjustment following an unexpe ted negative sho k to
aggregate ination of -15%. Left panel: nan ially

onstrained rms. Right panel: nan ially un onstrained rms. Blue

solid lines refer to the responses in the baseline model.
negative sho k to aggregate ination is a

Red dashed line refers to the joint sho k s enario; that is, the

ompanied by an aggregate tightening of nan ial
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onditions.

